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2. The discussions were illuminating, frustrating, 
inspiring and hilarious – sometimes simultaneously. We
were architects, artists, philosophers and sociologists 
and we each took turns wearing the others’ hats.

3. The Award carries with it the criterion of social
responsibility, which is one that does not generally apply 
to architecture awards. I felt like a patient sitting in the chair
at an optometrist’s office. A large apparatus is lowered in
front of my face as I stare ahead at letters and different sets
of lenses are placed in front of my eyes. Which set is better –
the first or the second? Which lens is the controlling one?
There was a new lens set in front of my judgemental eyes.
How do I see clearly with this new lens in place?

4. In Geneva everything closes down at 7.00pm.

5. The primary school● in Burkina Faso was a very important project
for me. It was a project that looked wonderful with all sets of lenses
dropped in front of my eyes. Difficult circumstances gave birth to
invention. The bent bars used in place of conventional steel or wood 
let the roof levitate above the building like a giant wing. It is a school
built by villagers from a design by an architect who is the son of the
village chief. It is a building of beauty and economy. It is unlikely that 
I would ever have seen this project (or indeed most of the others) if I 
had not been part the Jury and for this, and much more, I am grateful 
to the Aga Khan Award for Architecture.

1. As the only American on the Award Master Jury
during the reign of George W. Bush, I felt apprehensive as 
I flew to Geneva for the first meetings during January 2004.
I was worried that I was a representative of a policy and a
regime with which I deeply disagreed. My primary reason 
for coming was to try to gain greater knowledge of Muslim
cultures, which are usually presented as monolithic.
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6. We struggled because there were two issues that we
wanted to highlight through the Award process. We hope that
future submissions will produce architecture of excellence
that reflects these issues. Firstly, public infrastructure; and
secondly, projects that address the position of women, either
through their programme briefs or through the recognition 
of women as architects and clients.

7. A visit to the house that Le Corbusier designed 
for his mother in Vevey confirmed the ability of an ecstatic
yet sensible simplicity to amaze, inspire and bring joy.

y,        it is possible to smoke cigars at the dinner table in restaurants in Switzerland.

9. I feel proud of our process and of our choice of projects.
Each one stands on its own as a significant piece of
architecture or restoration. Each one has recognized
and directly addressed a need or illustrated a principle.

10. My sense of the world has changed. I leave this experience
as a member of the Jury with optimism and hope. To build 
is always work. To try to make a building into architecture is
a struggle. To choose to engage in this struggle is an act of
affirmation and optimism. It implies a belief in a shared future
and a belief that the future can be made better. What better
focus can there be for our lives here together on earth?
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